THE ATR INSTITUTE, a transportation research organization at the University of New Mexico, has been recognized for its best practices in communicating science and technology to the public by the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Michael should have link Weds.

P.J. WOODS, CHIEF NURSING OFFICER for University of New Mexico Hospitals, was recently appointed to the President’s National Advisory Council for Healthcare Research and Quality. This is an overarching committee for all health-related activities responsible for defining policy, researching priorities with funding included and monitoring all health care outcomes for quality purposes. No link yet – might check with Veronica V.

TWO UNM FACULTY, Nancy Uscher, Ph.D., associate provost for Academic Affairs and music professor, Mary Lipscomb, M.D., chair of the Department of Pathology, are among 10 women who received Women on the Move Awards presented by The YWCA of Middle Rio Grande. http://www.unm.edu/news/Releases/March11ywcawomen.htm
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